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A B S T R A C T 

Predicting volcanic eruptions is extremely important because it helps save lives, prevents financial losses, and helps scientists learn more about how volcanoes 

work. It's like having an early warning system that helps us prepare for and respond to volcanic events. Volcanic eruptions pose a significant threat to life and 

property. Accurately predicting eruptions is therefore crucial for mitigating risk and ensuring public safety. There are different parameters to predict the volcanic 

eruption like Land Deformation, Emission of gases and Remote Sensing .An instrument named Tiltmeter is used to predict the volcano eruption, which is based on 

one of the parameter Land Deformation . It involves some Machine learning techniques to predict the volcanic eruption by analysing , classifying and detecting . It 

involves the algorithm like random forest(RFC) to predict volcanic eruption using tiltmeter based on land deformation. This study explores the use of ML techniques 

to predict volcanic eruptions using tiltmeter data. We compare the performance of RFCs in a case study of the Mount Fuji volcano in Japan. We found this ML 

technique wes able to predict volcanic eruptions with high accuracy. The study aims to provide a robust and reliable predictive framework for volcanic eruption 

events, contributing to early warning systems and risk mitigation strategies. Interdisciplinary collaboration with domain experts ensures the incorporation of 

geological knowledge into the model-building process, enhancing the overall effectiveness 
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Introduction 

Predicting volcanic eruptions is essential for mitigating the potential hazards associated with volcanic activity, and traditional methods heavily rely on 

monitoring geophysical parameters, with ground tilt being a critical indicator. Tiltmeters, instruments designed to measure changes in ground tilt, have 

become indispensable tools in volcano monitoring. In recent years, there has been a notable shift towards integrating advanced machine learning 

techniques to refine volcano eruption predictions, leveraging tiltmeter data as a primary information source. Among the prominent algorithm applied in 

this context is Random Forest Classifier (RFC). RFC, an ensemble learning method, analyzes tiltmeter data by considering various features, constructing 

multiple decision trees for a robust prediction model. The integration of these advanced machine learning technique with tiltmeter data holds promise for 

enhancing our understanding of the intricate relationships between ground tilt patterns and volcanic activity. This integration not only contributes to 

refining predictive models but also has the potential to revolutionize early warning systems, thereby improving disaster preparedness in regions susceptible 

to volcanic events. 

Literature Review 

In the pursuit of forecasting volcanic eruptions using tiltmeters, a thorough examination of machine learning classification algorithms was carried out. 

The algorithms in question encompassed Random Forest, Support Vector Machine, and Artificial Neural Networks. Each algorithm underwent scrutiny 

to gauge its effectiveness in predicting volcanic events. Standard metrics like accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity were employed in the evaluation 

process. Notably, among the algorithms scrutinized, Random Forest emerged as the most proficient model for predicting volcanic eruptions. 

The research delved into the complexities of data preprocessing techniques, with a specific focus on elements such as feature selection and the mitigation 

of multicollinearity. These steps played a pivotal role in refining the input data for the machine learning models, ensuring more precise and resilient 

predictions. This comprehensive approach broadens the horizon of volcano management beyond purely algorithmic solutions, taking into account 

environmental factors and plate movements. 

The models developed in the study demonstrated accuracies ranging from 75% to 83% in predicting the occurrence of volcanic eruptions. This range 

offers valuable insights into the predictive capabilities of the employed machine learning algorithms, contributing to ongoing endeavors aimed at 

enhancing eruption prediction and management strategies. 
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Methodology 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Data Gathering:  

The initial stage involves obtaining tiltmeter data from the identified volcano.  

This data may be sourced from   various instruments such as seismometers and installed tiltmeters on the volcano itself. 

Data Preparation:  

Following data collection, the subsequent step is to prepare the tiltmeter data. This encompasses tasks like data cleaning, outlier removal, and data scaling 

to enhance its quality. 

Feature Extraction:  

The subsequent phase involves extracting relevant features from the tiltmeter data. These features, representing distinctive characteristics of the data, are 

utilized to train the machine learning model. Common features employed in volcanic eruption prediction include changes in tilt over time, tilt rate, and 

tilt acceleration. 

Data Partitioning:  

The next step is to divide the data into training and testing sets. The training set is employed to instruct the machine learning model, while the testing set 

assesses the model's performance. 

Model Choice:  

Following data division, the subsequent step is selecting an appropriate machine learning model. Popular models for volcanic eruption prediction include 

the Random Forest Classifier (RFC). 

Model Training: 

 Once the model is chosen, the subsequent step involves training the machine learning model using the designated training set. 

Model Assessment:  

The ensuing phase includes evaluating the model's performance on the testing set, encompassing metrics such as accuracy, precision, recall, and the F1 

score. 

Optimal Model Selection:  

The model demonstrating superior performance on the testing set is chosen as the final model. 

Outcome: 

 The ultimate result of this process is a well-trained machine learning model capable of forecasting volcanic eruptions. 
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Conclusion 

Predicting volcanic eruptions is a critical task for mitigating the risks associated with these devastating natural disasters. Tiltmeters, instruments that 

measure changes in ground tilt, have emerged as a promising tool for predicting volcanic eruptions. Random forest classifiers (RFCs) are machine learning 

algorithms that have shown promising results in predicting volcanic eruptions based on tiltmeter data. 

Studies have demonstrated that RFCs can achieve accuracies of up to 83% in predicting volcanic eruptions. This is due to the ability of RFCs to capture 

complex nonlinear relationships between tiltmeter data and volcanic activity. Additionally, RFCs are relatively robust to noise and outliers in the data, 

making them well-suited for real-world applications. 
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